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Abstract—This work presents the systems submitted by the
ATVS Biometric Recognition Group to the 2009 Language Recog-
nition Evaluation (LRE’09), organized by NIST. New challenges
included in this LRE edition can be summarized by three main
differences with respect to past evaluations. Firstly, the number
of languages to be recognized expanded to 23 languages from 14
in 2007, and 7 in 2005. Secondly, the data variability has been
increased by including telephone speech excerpts extracted from
Voice of America (VOA) radio broadcasts through Internet in
addition to Conversational Telephone Speech (CTS). The third
difference was the volume of data, involving in this evaluation
up to 2 terabytes of speech data for development, which is an
order of magnitude greater than past evaluations. LRE’09 thus
required participants to develop robust systems able not only to
successfully face the session variability problem but also to do
it with reasonable computational resources. ATVS participation
consisted of state-of-the-art acoustic and high-level systems fo-
cussing on these issues. Furthermore, the problem of finding a
proper combination and calibration of the information obtained
at different levels of the speech signal was widely explored in this
submission. In this work, two original contributions were devel-
oped. The first contribution was applying a session variability
compensation scheme based on Factor Analysis (FA) within the
statistics domain into a SVM-supervector (SVM-SV) approach.
The second contribution was the employment of a novel back-
end based on anchor models in order to fuse individual systems
prior to one-vs-all calibration via logistic regression. Results both
in development and evaluation corpora show the robustness and
excellent performance of the submitted systems, exemplified by
our system ranked 2nd in the 30 second open-set condition, with
remarkably scarce computational resources.

Index Terms—Language Recognition, Factor Analysis, Suffi-
cient Statistics, Linear Scoring, Anchor Models, Calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, Spoken Language Recognition (SLR) has
experienced an increase in interest mainly due to its

use in a wide range of applications such as audio indexing,
information retrieval or call center monitoring. While interest
in the field has been latent for nearly 40 years [1], it has not
been up to the last decade when systems have experienced a
major research development. Among the driving factors of this
rapid development and performance improvement of state-of-
the-art technologies, the efforts of the US National Institute of
Standards and Technologies (NIST) deserve special mention
[2]. The Language Recognition Evaluations (LRE), organized
by NIST since 1996, with editions in years 1996, 2003,
2005, 2007 and 2009 have established a common framework
for the development and assessment of language recognition

technology, succesfully focusing the efforts of the scientific
community in the field. This framework includes common
protocols and databases for experimental evaluation as well
as well-defined evaluation methodologies [2]. Currently, the
LRE evaluation has become the major and reference forum
for scientific researchers and technology developers in the area
who aim at adapting their systems to real-world challenges.
Following such objectives, the ATVS Biometric Recognition
Group of the Universidad Autonoma de Madrid (hereafter,
ATVS) has been participating in LRE’s since 2005, submitting
systems at both lower (spectral) and higher levels (phonotactic,
prosodic) for blind and public competition. From the perspec-
tive of the scientific community, the problem of automatic SLR
represents a very attractive task for several reasons. On the
one hand, in order to yield good performance, different levels
of information across the speech signal have to be exploited.
This fact implies the use of efficient methods to combine
complementary information extracted from the speech signal.
This is one of the major challenges in the field and it is
an underlying theme in this paper. Moreover, SLR systems
share most of the problems with other related research areas
such as speech and speaker recognition and therefore similar
solutions can be ported across to each of these fields. A good
example is the inter-session variability problem, understood
as the set of acoustic differences between utterances, which
are not related respectively to the speaker or language to
recognize. In fact, this problem, caused by several variability
sources (such as channel conditions or environmental noise), is
still a major source of system performance degradations in all
recognition disciplines involving speech signals [3]. Because
of its configuration, the LRE’09 edition clearly focused on
these challenges. Session variability is present in the task by
including telephone speech from Voice Of America (VOA)1, a
vast multilanguage data source new to those evaluations in ad-
dition to well-known Conversational Telephone Speech (CTS).
In addition to this, a larger number of languages (23) were
included, involving more language pairs difficult to distinguish
(e.g Dari-Farsi, Hindi-Urdu, Bosnian-Croatian). Moreover, a
huge amount of data was available to develop the systems,
which required to proccess a much larger quantity of trials with
respect to other evaluations. This fact highlighted the impor-
tance of systems with an acceptable balance between recog-
nition performance and computational resources. The aim of

1http://www.voanews.com/english/index.cfm
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this article is to describe the systems submitted by ATVS
to LRE’09, which were focused on these new challenges as
well as to explain some original contributions which were
incorporated. The ATVS submission consisted of four different
combinations of acoustic and phonotactic subsystems. The
two ATVS spectral (also known as acoustic) subsystems were
based in session variability compensated first-order sufficient
statistics via Factor Analysis (FA) [4][5][6][7]. These statistics
were calculated in our primary acoustic system which is based
on the FA-GMM linear scoring framework [4], also outlined
in this work as being a critical part of our acoustic systems.
A novel approach, using a SVM supervector [8] acoustic
system feeded from session variability compensated first-
order statistics is included. The phonotactic components were
based on PhoneSVM [9] composed of seven ATVS tokenizers
and three tokenizers made available by Brno University of
Technology (BUT). System combination is performed in a
front-end-back-end configurarion. The front-end consists of
recognizers trained for different languages for each of the
systems used in the submission. In particular, 22 recognizers
trained with VOA speech and 14 CTS recognizers trained with
CTS speech were used for each system. Each recognizer for
each system yielded a score, and all scores together formed a
vector. After that, a back-end stage was used for classifying the
resulting vector for each target language. A contribution of our
submission was the use of a novel Anchor-Model approach for
back-end fusion, where score vectors were classified using an
SVM. Front-end scores were channel-dependent (22 VOA/14
CTS) t-normalized [10] while back-end scores are channel-
independent (23 VOA+CTS) t-normalized. Calibration was
achieved by the use of linear, two-class logistic regression
[11], where scores were transformed into two-class, one-vs.-
all log-likelihood-ratios (log-LR). In this way, a score can be
interpreted as a degree of support towards any of the relevant
hypotheses in the recognition process, namely ✓0 (the language
in the utterance is the target language) and ✓1 (the language
in the utterance is not the target language) [12]. This also
allows to use Bayes thresholds for decision making, which
are independent of the distribution of the output scores. The
same logLR sets were submitted to the closed- and open-set
conditions of the evaluation.

This paper is organized as follows. First, the ATVS individ-
ual spectral and high-level systems are described in Sections II
and III respectively. Section IV presents the fusion scheme and
calibration carried out in order to obtain final submitted scores,
while Section V details the experimental framework for both,
development and evaluation assessment. Section VI presents
the ATVS submitted systems and notes on implementation
details. Achieved results are presented in Section VII. Finally,
future work and conclusion are outlined in Section VIII.

II. ATVS SPECTRAL SYSTEMS

A. FA-GMM Linear Scoring System

The ATVS Factor Analysis Linear Scoring GMM system
(hereafter, FA-GMM-LS) is based on the work developed by
Niko Brummer in [4]. This system establishes a robust and
efficient generative GMM framework where data sufficient

statistics, relative to an Universal Background Model (UBM),
play a central role. Indeed, once these are computed, both
features and UBM can been discarded for next steps, with the
corresponding computational savings. The linear term refers
to novel scoring approach based on a linear approximation
to log-likelihood ratios via first-order Taylor series [13].
Thus, scoring procedure simplifies to a single vector dot
product. Further, session variability compensation via Factor
Analysis (FA) [14] [7] is applied directly at the statistics
level in both train and test stages. This subsection gives an
overview of this system in four steps, where foundations
for the original contributions presented in II-B are established.

1) Sufficient statistics: Given a utterance, with set of
features O = {o1, o2, ..., on} in <D, and a reference model
�UBM = {wk, µk,⌃k}, k = 1, ...C, zero and first-order
Baum-Welch statistics, for gaussian k of �UBM , are defined
as follows:

zero�order statistic �! nk =

X

t

Pkt (1)

first�order statistic �! xk =

X

t

Pktot (2)

where Gaussian Occupation Probability Pkt is given by:

Pkt = P (k|ot, �UBM ) =

wkpk(ot)

CP
j=1

wjpj(ot)

(3)

being:

pk(x) =

1

(2⇡)

D
2
⌃

1
2

exp(�1

2

(x� µk)

0
⌃

�1
k (x� µk)) (4)

For convenience first-order statistics xk use to be measured
relative to the means of the model:

xnorm,k =

X

t

Pkt(ot � µk) (5)

Hereafter, we refer as x to first-order statistics supervector
built as the concatenation of all xnorm,k and N as the
CDxCD diagonal matrix built as C blocks defined as
Nk = nkI , being I the DxD identity matrix.

2) Classical MAP: As in classical GMM-UBM framework
[15], a GMM for each language is derived via Maximum
a Posteriori Estimation (MAP) [16] from the UBM and
available training data. However, here, only means are adapted
and this is performed via a single MAP iteration. This shortcut
besides the linear scoring approach allow to calculate only
once sufficient statistics from the data and make independent
the rest of the system with respect to the UBM .
In terms of sufficient statistics, MAP process to obtain a
new means of a language model �L can be resumed as the
following equation in matrix form:

µ0L = µUBM + (⌧I + N)

�1x (6)

where ⌧ is the relevance factor and N , x resumes available
training data for language L. Note that second order statistics
are not neccessary because variances are not adapted.
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3) Session variability via Factor Analysis at statistic level:
Session variability subspace adaptation in model domain can
be also seen as a mean adaptation restricted to a subspace
[5][7] in the form:

µ0L = µ0UBM + Uz (7)

where U is a low rank matrix whose columns define the
session variability subspace, and z are the channel factors.
Given U and assuming that z is normal distributed N(O, I),
it can be shown that finding a point estimate of z which
maximizes (7) can be done by solving:

z = A�1b = A�1U 0
⌃

�1x (8)

where:
A = I + U 0

⌃

�1NU (9)

b = U 0
⌃

�1x (10)

(N.B. adapting only means, ⌃ = ⌃UBM )
However, it is desirable to apply the compensation in a

stage before rather than in model domain as this would
allow applying the compensation to test data without the need
to create a model. In order to apply channel compensation
directly in the statistics domain, the work in [6] where channel
compensation is applied in the feature domain will serve as
inspiration.
In [6], channel compensation is applied in every feature of an
utterance i as follows:

ˆ

o
(i)
t = o

(i)
t �

X

k

PktUkz (11)

This idea can be reused in statistics domain in order to get
a channel-compensated first-order statistic y, in the following
way:

y = x� Uz = x�NUA�1U 0
⌃

�1x (12)

This approach has the desirable property of avoiding the need
of a computational expensive frame by frame compensation.

4) Classical scoring vs linear scoring: Classical GMM-
UBM scoring of a dataset X and a target model �L is
presented as a likelihood ratio as:

scoreX,�L =

P (X|�L)

P (X|�UBM )

(13)

taking logarithms for practical issues this simplifies to:

scoreX,�L = log(P (X|�L))� log(P (X|�UBM )) (14)

Linear scoring proposes a linear approximation of
log(P (X|�L)) based on its first-order Taylor’s series
expansion evaluated in µUBM :

log P (X|�L) ' log P (X|�UBM ) + (15)
+5µ log P (X|�UBM )

0
(µ� µUBM )

Several advantages of this approach with respect to classical
scoring, arise by carefully analizing the above Equation (15).

First of all, the need to compute term logP (X|�UBM ) is re-
moved, being cancelled as easily shown substituting Equation
(15) into Equation (14) as follows:

scoreX,�L = log P (X|�UBM ) +5µ log p(X|�UBM )

0

(µ� µUBM )� log(P (X|�UBM ))

= 5µ log p(X|�UBM )

0
(µ� µUBM ) (16)

Further, term (µ � µUBM ) is just the offset in a classical
MAP adaptation in which only a EM iteration is done. Taking
advantage of this fact, target models can be expressed in FA-
GMM-LS as the offsets in MAP adaptation, m = (⌧I+N)

�1x
(see Equation (6)), since the need of using a UBM is removed
from this step on.

Moreover, it can be shown that term 5µ log p(X|�UBM )

0

is the first-order statistics x but normalized by the diagonal
covariance matrix [17]. Thus, the scoring function is reduced
to a dot product between the MAP offset model m and the
first-order statistics calculated from X with respect to the
UBM and normalized by the diagonal covariances matrix.

Summarizing the previous analysis, the score between a
model �L generated from sufficient statistics Ntrain and
xtrain and a test dataset X represented by its first-order
statistic xtest is defined by:

scoreX,�L = (µ� µUBM ) · (⌃�1xtest) (17)
= (⌧I + Ntrain)

�1xtrain · (⌃�1xtest)

Note that in order to apply session variability compensation
in both train and test phases, first order statistics xtrain and
xtest must be replaced by compensated stats ytrain and ytest

following Equation 12.

B. SVM Working on Session Variability Compensated Su-

pervectors

The ATVS SVM supervector (SVM-SV) system is based on
the work proposed in [18] where a GMM mean supervector is
considered a point in the high-dimensional transformed space
where the SVM works. Each GMM mean supervector repre-
sents a mapping between an utterance and a high-dimensional
vector and thus, the need for explicitly performing a mapping
from a lower dimensional space as in GLDS approach [8]
is avoided. Then, an hyperplane is estimated in this SVM
subspace to discriminatively separate a target class from non-
target classes.

A modification to the work in [18] was introduced into
our system by employing a session variability compensation
scheme within the statistics domain, by using the channel com-
pensated first-order statistics from the FA-GMM-LS system.
Then, a single MAP adaptation was applied in order to obtain
compensated GMM supervectors.

Even though others channel compensated techniques applied
to SVM have been proposed in the literature [19][6][20],
as far as author’s knowledge, none of them have been de-
signed to work at this level, where its application implies
some advantages. On one hand, although session variability
compensation techniques applied to the feature domain such
as feature Nuissance Attribute Projection (fNAP) [21] or
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feature Latent Factor Analysis (fLFA) [6][21] have the prime
advantage of allowing any type of posterior modeling, its
application implies a frame-by-frame compensation over the
set of features rather than a single compensation in model
or statistics domain. This becomes a major drawback when
large amounts of data must be processed, as in language
recognition. On the other hand, once first-order statistics are
channel compensated, no other FA techniques applied at model
domain such as [20] or NAP [19] were necessary. This turned
out in a major saving of computational time in our acoustic
systems as well as a significant benefits in terms of recognition
performance.

III. HIGH LEVEL SYSTEMS

Even though the ATVS submissions to recent LRE’s have
also included a prosodic system, in LRE’09 all our high-level
systems were based on phonotactic systems. Among high-level
systems, phonotactic systems are one of the most successful
and classic approaches in the field of language recognition
[22]. Phonotactic systems try to model the sequences of
phonemes that are characteristic of a particular language by
processing speech with a Phonetic Recognizer (PR) that trans-
forms speech into a sequence of phonetic tokens. Systems can
use a single PR or many different PRs in different languages
(Parallel PR, or PPR) for better performance. The set of
languages of the PRs does not need to meet with those to
be recognized, which is highly desirable because otherwise it
would be necessary to train a new PR for each new language
to recognize.

The sequence of recognized phonetic tokens can be used in
different ways for language recognition. The most classical
approach is to use statistical Language Modelling (LM )
techniques to model the frequencies of phones and phone
sequences (n-grams) for each particular language. The com-
bination of a single PR and LM gives the Phone Recognition
Language Modelling (PRLM) approach [22]. The language
model (LMi) is previously trained on the phonetic sequences
obtained by the PR from utterances known to be of language
i. It is common to use also a Universal Background Model
with a structure similar to the language models but trained on
phonetic sequences obtained from many languages to represent
the generality of all languages through a PR. Once these two
models are available, the first step to verify the language of
the utterance is to process it with the PR to produce the
phonetic sequence, X . Then, the phonetic decoding of the
test utterance, X , and the statistical models (LMi, UBM )
are used to compute the likelihoods of the phonetic decoding,
X , given the language model LMi and the background model
UBM . The recognition score is the log of the ratio of both
likelihoods, normalized by the number of phonemes in the
phonetic sequence. Global scheme of this process is shown
in Figure 1. As different PRs can be used for the same task,
it is common to use a combination of several PRs and LM
in an approach known as Parallel-PRLM (PPRLM) [22]. This
approach dominated the field of language recognition for years
and is still, with some evolutions and improvements, one key
subsystem of state-of-the-art language recognition systems.

Phonetic
Recognizer

(PR)
a�k�a�s�a�l�a�m�r�a�t�e�i�o

Phonetic�sequence
to�verify, X

( )i i
L P X LM= ( )

( )
1

score log
i

i

P X LM

N P X UBM
=

Utterance�to�verify

Language
model, LM

i

Universal
model
( )UBM

Language
Modelling

(LM)

( )U
L P X UBM=

Language
Modelling

(LM)

Fig. 1: Verification process in PRLM scheme.

One of the most important recent improvements in terms
of performance is the use of SVMs for classifying the whole
n-gram probability matrices [9], instead of using them in a
likelihood ratio framework. This last type of system is usually
referred to as Phone-SVM and is the type of system used in
ATVS submission to LRE’09.

IV. FUSION AND CALIBRATION

As previously stated, a complete language recognition sys-
tem is usually a combination of many individual subsystems.
Combining this information by efficiently using the comple-
mentary information of every subsystem involved is known as
fusion. The back-end/fusion strategy presented in this work
and used in the LRE’09 evaluation is based on the use of an
anchor models scheme [23].

Recently, the anchor models approach has been successfully
used for both speaker verification and language identification
[24][25] but not with the goal of fusion. The idea behind
this approach is not only modelling the distribution of the
scores for a target language with the scores for every utterance
belonging to this language but to take advantage of the
distribution of these scores against non-target models as well.
By using anchor models, each utterance is mapped into a
model space, called anchor model space, where the relative
behaviour of the speech utterance with respect to other models
can be learned. A point in this space is built by simply stacking
scores obtained for testing an utterance over the cohort of
pre-trained model as shown in Figure 2 (a). Once the set
of stacked scores vectors are obtained for each language,
these are used as inputs of a SVM system for discriminative
purposes. Incorporating new subsystems to this fusion scheme
is trivial as can be shown in Figure 2 (b).

In order to take the actual detection decision we have
followed a per-language detection approach to calibrate the
output log-likelihood-ratios (log-LR). Each score for each of
the 23 target languages in the evaluation has been mapped to a
logLR assuming a target-language-vs-rest configuration (one-
vs-all). Therefore, each score can be interpreted as follows:

scal = log (LR) = log

p (s| ✓0)

p (s| ✓1)
(18)
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Fig. 2: a) n-class parallel language detection problem where Sxi stacks the similarities of xi (input signal) over the set of models mj , b)
Generation of features (scores) in the anchor model space.

where scal is the calibrated score, s is the score to be
calibrated, and the hypotheses are defined as follows:

• ✓0: the language in the test utterance is the target lan-
guage.

• ✓1: the language in the test utterance is not the target
language.

Thus, a different score-to-log-LR mapping is performed
per target language, and therefore the calibration strategy has
been conducted independently for each target language. Linear
logistic regression [11] has been trained, using the FoCal
toolkit 2, on the complete development set of scores for each
language.

After calibrating log-LR values, the logarithm of the Bayes
threshold has been used in order to take decisions, defined as:

log (⌧B) = log

PntCfa

PtCfr
(19)

where Pnt = Pt = 0.5 and Cfa = Cfr = 1 as defined by
NIST, and therefore log (⌧B) = 0. If the calibration process
is correctly performed, this is equivalent to choosing the
minimum-cost threshold for each target language detection
sub-system. Thus, after the log-LR transformation, both ob-
jective functions to optimize, namely CllrAvg and Cavg as
defined by NIST [26] tend to be as best as possible. However,
a per-language one-vs-all calibration approach as this one will
be slightly sub-optimal due to the fact that is does not take
into account that this is actually a multiclass problem [27].

V. DATABASES, PROTOCOL AND PERFORMANCE METRIC

LRE’09 evaluation included, for the first time, data coming
from two very different audio sources. Besides CTS, used
in past evaluations, telephone speech belonging to broadcast
news was used for both train and test purposes. Broadcast data
was obtained via an automatic acquisition system from “Voice
of America” news (VOA) where telephone and non-telephone
speech is mixed. Up to 2 terabytes of speech, automatically

2Available at http://niko.brummer.googlepages.com/

labeled in language and type, were distributed to participants.
Further, around 80 audited segments for each target language
(of aproximately 30 seconds duration each) was provided too
for development purposes.

Both closed and open-set modes were defined as tasks in
this evaluation each one tested with duration segments of 3, 10
and 30 seconds. We refer to closed-set as the task when only
target languages are included in the test trials set, and to open-
set when other non-target languages (unknown to participants)
are also included. In this evaluation, 23 target languages were
involved in closed-set as it was shown in Table I and 40
in open-set. More detailed information can be found in the
LRE’09 evaluation plan [26].

In order to face this new challenge, where database mis-
match play and important role [28], an ATVS development
dataset was set up, ATVS-Dev09 onwards. This dataset was
built to reproduce in the most accurately possible way, blind
evaluation conditions by using different sets of CTS and
VOA data provided by NIST. ATVS-Dev09 covered all target
evaluation languages and test evaluation duration segments (3,
10 and 30 seconds). Table I shows the 23 evaluation target
languages along with ATVS available data type per language.
Specifically, the CTS training material (ATVS-DevTrain09)
consisted of the “Callfriend” database, the full-conversations
of LRE’05 and development data of LRE’07. For Russian data
we used also “RuSTeN”3. Telephone broadcast data was ob-
tained from speech segments (minimum length 30s.) extracted
from VOA long files using telephone labels provided by NIST.
The test material (ATVS-DevTest09) was obtained from the
test part of LRE’07 (for target languages in both LRE’07
and LRE’09), and from manually labeled data from VOA
provided by NIST. Finally, about 15,000 segments, balanced
in segments of 3, 10 and 30 seconds, while LRE’09 evaluation
included about 15,000 segments per duration (⇠45,000 seg-
ments) and therefore about 1 million trials since every segment
is tested against every target language.

In order to assess performance, two different metrics were

3LDC 2006S34 ISBN 1-58563-388-7, www.ldc.upenn.edu
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Language Abbreviation Data Type (VOA/CTS)
Amharic amha V OA/�
Arabic arab �/CTS
Bengali beng �/CTS
Bosnian bosn V OA/�
Chinese (Cantonese) cant V OA/�
Chinese (Mandarin) mand V OA/CTS
Creole creo V OA/�
Croatian croa V OA/�
Dari dari V OA/�
English (Indian) inen �/�
English (American) usen V OA/CTS
Farsi fars V OA/CTS
French fren V OA/�
Georgian geor V OA/�
German germ �/CTS
Hausa haus V OA/�
Hindi hind V OA/CTS
Japanese hind �/CTS
Korean kore V OA/CTS
Pashto pash V OA/�
Portuguese port V OA/�
Russian russ V OA/CTS
Spanish span V OA/CTS
Tamil tami �/CTS
Thai thai �/CTS
Turkish turk V OA/�
Ukranian ukra V OA/�
Urdu urdu V OA/�
Vietnamese viet V OA/CTS

TABLE I: Alphabetical list of available languages. In bold, LRE’09
target languages.

used, both evaluating the capabilities of one-vs.-all language
detection. On the one hand, DET curves measure the dis-
crimination capabilities of the system. On the other hand,
Cavg which is a measure of the cost of taking bad decisions,
and therefore it considers not only discrimination, but also
the ability of setting optimal thresholds (i. e., calibration). In
this work, while DET and Cavg results are shown, all our
development process was based on Cavg , showing now also
DET’s just to visually observe the discrimination ability of the
systems.

VI. SUBMITTED SYSTEMS AND NOTES ON
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Different combinations of systems presented in Sections II
and III were submitted leading to a total of four different
systems built under different criteria:

• ATVS4 is a phonotactic-only submission, fusion of the
10 PhoneSVM systems in use (seven from ATVS plus
three from BUT)

• ATVS3 is a fast and reliable acoustic-only submission
with just the FA-GMM-LS system, designed to optimize
the computational time but with a high level of recogni-
tion performance.

• ATVS2 consisted of a fusion of all our acoustic (FA-
GMM and SVM-SV) and phonotactic (PhoneSVM) sys-
tems, as shown in figure 3.

• ATVS1 (primary) is a fusion of ATVS2 with primary
system from other participant (TNO), where the latter
consisted of a fusion of six acoustic systems: three GMM-
SVM and three FA-GMM linear scoring as in [4].

Fig. 3: Fusion scheme for ATVS2 submitted system.

A design decision was to generate language models for
every target language in both VOA and CTS data where
possible depending on data availability, using as well available
data on other non-target languages. In that sense 14 CTS
and 22 VOA front-end models were trained for every system
(VOA IndianEnglish was trained only in the back-end due to
data scarcity) as shown in table I. This was done with the
goal of later fusing information provided for each model type.
Figure 3 shows the fusion scheme for all our systems (ATVS2),
remaining fusion systems following similar schemes.

Implementation details for each type of system as well as
fusion and calibration notes are shown in the rest of this
section.

A. Spectral Systems
A parameterization consisting of 7 MFCCC with CMN-

Rasta-Warping [29] concatenated to 7-1-3-7 SDC-MFCCs was
used [30] for spectral systems.

According to the data type, two UBMs namely UBMCTS

and UBMV OA with 1024 gaussians were trained. Data from
CallFriend, LRE’05 and train part of LRE’07 was used for
training UBMCTS , while the training of UBMV OA was
composed by VOA development data provided by NIST.
Distribution per hours of this training is as follows. A total of
38.5 hours was used in UBMCTS training, incluiding about
2.75 hours per 14 available languages. For UBMV OA a total
number of 31.2 hours balanced on 1.42 hour per 22 languages
was used (IndianEnglish was not included due to data scarcity
for this language).

Further, two different FA-GMM-LS systems were developed
by using above UBMs. Two session variability subspaces
matrices were trained from CTS and VOA data respectively,
UCTS and UV OA. We found this approach to outperform
the approach where mixed data (CTS,VOA) is processed to
train a unique session variability subspace. In this work,
session variability subspaces were trained via EM algorithm
after a PCA initialization based on [31][7] and only top-50
eigenchannels were taken into account turns out in a CDx50

dimension matrix. In order to train the session variability
subspaces, a large amount of data was used. UCTS was trained
with a total number of 350 hours by using 600 segments
of about 150 seconds per the 14 languages available; while
UV OA was trained with 550 hours, using 600 segments of
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about 150 seconds as well but of the 22 languages available.
Data distribution for training UBMs and session variability
subspaces is summarized in Table II.

Compensated statistics via Factor Analysis by using UCTS

and UV OA as described in II-A3 were also used on the SVM-
SV system.

B. High Level Systems

The phonotactic ATVS system is a fusion of 10 different
Phone-SVM subsystems (Ph1 to Ph10) as described in Section
III. Ph1 to Ph7 use phonetic tokenizers developed by ATVS
and Ph8 to Ph10 use phonetic tokenizers trained with Hun-
garian, Czech and Russian data respectively 4. The ATVS
phonetic tokenizers are based on Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs), trained with HTK [32] and later transformed to be
used by the SPHINX [33] speech recognition engine for faster
recognition. The phonetic HMMs are three-state left-to-right
models with no skips, and the output pdf of each state is
modeled as a weighted mixture of 20 Gaussians. The acoustic
processing is based on 13 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs) (including C0) and velocities and accelerations for
a total of 39 components, computing a feature vector each
10 ms and performing Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN).
The languages of the phonetic decoders from Ph1 to Ph6 and
the corresponding corpora used for training are English (with
the corpus with ELDA catalogue number S0011), German
(S0051), French (S0185), Arabic (S0183 + S0184), Basque
(S0152) and Russian (S0099)5. Ph7 uses a phonetic decoder
in Spanish trained on Albayzin spanish speech database [34]
downsampled to 8 kHz, which contains about 4 hours of
high-quality phonetically labelled speech. Once the speech
segment has been transformed into a sequence of recognized
phonetic tokens (with any of the phonetic decoders), this
sequence is used to estimate count-based 1-grams, 2-grams
and 3-grams, pruned with a probability threshold, resulting
in about 40,000 n-grams. These are rearranged as a feature
vector, which is taken as the input of an SVM that classifies
the test segment as corresponding (or not) to one language.
PhoneSVMs are combined in different ways to obtain different
front-end systems. Each PhX system consists of 22 VOA and
14 CTS models trained separately. Channel dependent t-norm
is the last stage of those phonotactic front-ends.

C. Fusion and calibration

Input vectors to our fusion systems anchor model
based back-end had dimension 216 (36 ATVS models -
14CTS+22VOA- x 6 component systems) while primary was
438 adding scores output of other site. Back-end t-norm was
design as channel-independent (VOA+CTS), while calibration
was duration-dependent. Anchor model training was 90/10
bootstrapped while calibration training was bootstrapped with

4These have been developed and made available for research purposes by
the Speech Processing Group at Faculty of Information Technology, Brno
University of Technology.

5www.elda.org.

80/20 using available training data. A channel independent T-
Norm (models from VOA and CTS) stage was applied for
scoring normalization.

LRE’09 considered three different nominal durations for the
test segments: 3, 10 and 30 seconds of speech. The same indi-
vidual subsystems were used to perform language recognition
tests for the different durations. However, calibration has been
trained specifically for the estimated different durations and an
automatic voice activity detector has been used to classify test
segments. As the calibration was applied after the back-end, a
single score for each test segment was used, and scores from
all the speech types (VOA, CTS) were pooled for training.
Thus, all the available scores for each duration from each
target language were used to train logistic regression, and the
linear transformation obtained was used to calibrate the scores
from testing data.

VII. DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION RESULTS

The performance of ATVS submitted systems is summa-
rized in Figure 4 for development (ATVSDev09) and evalua-
tion (LRE’09) tests. Here, the discrimination per each system
(ATVS1-4) and test segment duration (3, 10 and 30 seconds)
is showed in a pooled DET curve. Several global observations
can be inmediately extracted. Firstly, the good behaviour of the
anchor models fusion scheme introduced is justified as being
ATVS1 (fusion of systems) the system with lower error rates.
The effect of test segment duration in system performance is
also highlighted and it affects in a similar manner to both,
acoustic and high level systems. Further, a slight degradation
in the evaluation results with respect to development ones
is showed. This degradation performance, common to all
participants, is usually due to the database mismatch among
the development and testing databases, and is a common effect
in LRE’s. Table III summarizes this information in terms of
meanCavg (mean of Cavg per language) per system, evaluation
dataset and test segment durations. It is also worth pointing out
that acoustic systems outperform phonotactic ones except for
short durations, and this with a much smaller computational
complexity, but fusion of both kind of systems improve
results, which encourages the use of multilevel approaches for
language recognition.

In more detail, Figure 5 compares systems performance
per target language. Again, results are presented on both,
development and evaluation, but only for 30s test segment
duration. Analysis shows the varying degrees of recognition
difficulty among the different target languages (or better said,
among the data available from those target languages). In the
same way, Figure 6 presents in detail the effect of test segment
duration per language for our primary system (ATVS1).

The need of proper session variability compensation is
showed in Figure 7 where both spectral systems, FA-GMM-LS
and SVM-SV are assesed with and without compensation via
factor analysis on ATVSDev09. Results shows that channel
compensation via FA is crucial in GMM modelling perfor-
mance, getting an improvement of about 82% in meanCavg

terms. Also, system SVM-SV take advantage of this com-
pensation but to a lesser extent (4%). This effect appears
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Prior model Databases #Languages #Hours/language Total
UBMCTS CallFriend, LRE05, T rainLRE07 14 2.75 38.5
UCTS CallFriend, LRE05, T rainLRE07 14 25 350
UBMV OA V OA 22 1.42 31.2
UV OA V OA 14 25 550

TABLE II: Distribution of data used for training Universal Background Models and Session Variability Subspaces.

ATVS Systems Performance
ATVS-Dev09 LRE’09

03s 10s 30s 03s 10s 30s
ATV S1 16.50 6.48 1.56 17.97 7.87 3.71
ATV S2 16.17 7.25 2.02 17.92 8.39 4.26
ATV S3 20.37 10.30 3.25 21.93 10.65 5.67
ATV S4 18.80 9.41 3.73 20.87 10.81 6.55

TABLE III: ATVS submitted systems performance (meanCavg x 100)
on development and evaluation datasets.

ATVS1 on LRE09
03s 10s 30s

closed� set 17.97 7.87 3.71
open� set 18.69 8.80 4.58

TABLE IV: ATVS1 performance (meanCavg x 100) on LRE’09
closed- and open-set.

due to differences in SVM and GMM modelling. In GMM,
target languages models, trained with huge amount of data,
are far shifted with respect UBM reference model after even a
single MAP adaptation. This mean shifting includes not only
information belonging to the language but session variability
found in the training database which it is mainly independent
of the languages. This leads to models that are growing
strongly affected by session variability effects. On the contrary,
the SVM exhibits a higher robustness to this problem due to
its ability to estimate an hyperplane separating target single
utterances models against all non-target ones. However, once
session variability compensation is applied, GMM outpeforms
SVM-SV system.

Table VII presents the system performance of our primary
system on the closed- and open-set where a total of 40
languages were involved (23 target + 17 non-target). Results
for the core condition (closed-set, 30s) are comparable to the
best systems in the evaluation. It is worth highlighting the
excellent performance of the ATVS primary system in the
open-set condition, where a second rank position was obtained.
Results in that task prove the robustness of anchor models
working under unseen languages.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article we have described the ATVS-UAM submis-
sion to the 2009 NIST Language Recognition Evaluation.
This submission was particularly successful since our systems
achieved the 2

nd position in the open-set condition with
speech segments of 30 seconds. The article has discussed
and presented the state-of-the-art technologies used in our
systems, with emphasis on the two main research innovations
introduced. Firstly, anchor models based fusion has been
proposed and has proven to be an excellent scheme for fusion

Fig. 4: Pooled DETs per ATVS submitted systems on development
(ATVS-Dev09) and evaluation (LRE’09) per all target test segment
durations (3, 10 and 30 seconds)

of a set of different subsystems. Secondly, session variability
compensation has been applied on statistics domain and has
shown to outperform the SVM-SV system, thus avoiding the
need for a frame by frame compensation and allowing statistics
extracted from the linearized FA-GMM system to be reused.
Besides these innovations, the LRE’09 task included several
new research challenges with respect to former evaluations,
as huge amount of data to process and a larger number of
target languages (23). A special mention deserves the broad
session variability due to the use of telephone data from two
different sources, broadcast news (extracted from Voice of
America news -VOA-) and conversational telephone speech
(CTS). ATVS acoustic and high level systems were built taking
into account all these factors and achieved good performance
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Fig. 5: Comparision of ATVS submitted systems on both, development
(ATVS-Dev09) and evaluation (LRE’09) datasets for 30 seconds test
duration segments.

Fig. 6: ATVS primary system performance on both, development
(ATVS-Dev09) and evaluation (LRE’09) datasets (3, 10 and 30s).
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Fig. 7: Effect of session variability compensation on SVM-SV and
FA-GMM-LS systems. Results on ATVS-Dev09 using VOA models and
UV OA.

in the task with remarkable results in all submitted tasks. To
achieve this goal, the use of a powerful session variability
compensation scheme via Factor Analysis have demonstrated
to be crucial for acoustic systems performance, obtaining
significant improvements in both the SVM-SV and the FA-
GMM-LS models submitted. Future work includes several
lines such as to explore new accurate ways to better extract and
combine complementary information from different systems;
to build systems more independent to the effects of test
duration and to explore new techniques for fast adaptation
to new channel conditions in session variability compensation
when a limited set of unseen background data is available.
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